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Abstract
Representing the image as a surface  an inhomogeneous diusion algorithm is developed 
evolving the surface at a speed proportional to its mean curvature  reducing noise while pre
serving image structure An adaptive scaling parameter increases the speed of the diusion
The properties of a discrete algorithm are demonstrated experimentally
  Introduction
There has been considerable recent interest in geometry driven image diusion  often based on
analogy to the diusion of heat Perona and Malik  argued that the conduction coecient in the
heat equation which is space invariant in classic theory should be allowed to vary spatially Much
of the recent work on inhomogeneous diusion in image 	ltering focuses on diusing the isotope
curve resulting from image level sets 
 In this approach the intention is to smooth tangent to
the isotope thereby preserving this curve
We present an approach which is less familiar in the image processing literature by describing
an inhomogeneous diusion algorithm in which the image is represented as a surface in three space
The approach we describe is related to the anisotropic diusion model  but rather than viewing
the model as a dierential equation in terms of the image intensity we propose a surface di usion
model in which the surface itself is diused We show in Section  that this is accomplished by
representing the surface by a function depending on the image intensity and the three coordinates
of space We then introduce a diusion controlled by the inverse of the magnitude of the surface

normal that evolves the surface at a speed proportional to its mean curvature The properties of this
diusion are discussed in Section 
 A novel adaptive nonlinear scaling based on changes in surface
area is introduced in Section  to increase the speed of the diusion The discrete implementation
of the algorithm is outlined in Section  and an example of image noise removal is given
 Surface Representation and Diusion
The view that the image intensity is a function of the two coordinates of space x and y can
be extended by introducing the third coordinate of space z and assigning the gray level to this
coordinate that is z  I x  y The function
g x  y  z  z   I x  y 
characterizes the image and the surface S is de	ned implicitly by
S  g x  y  z   
Note that g x  y  z represents all the image points unlike the isotope I x  y  constant which is
a partial planar curve representation We have shown  that the dierential of g does not vanish
and the implicit function theorem then implies that the surface represented by g in  always
exists
The gradient rg is a non vanishing normal vector 	eld over the entire surface  having mag 
nitude
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The non vanishing property has an advantage when compared with the isotope gradient rI  arising
in isotope diusion which can vanish leading to diculties in the analysis and to unde	ned objects
The unit surface normal vector 	eld is
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The diusion of g is modeled by
g
t
 r  Crg  
We are interested in the properties of inhomogeneous diusion in which the diusion coecient is
the inverse of the surface gradient magnitude
C 

jrgj

Substituting this in  we 	nd that the diusion rate becomes
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The 	rst term on the right is the normal curvature in the x direction and the second term is the
normal curvature in the y direction The mean curvature H is the average value of the normal
curvature in any two orthogonal directions and since the directions x and y are orthogonal we
obtain
g
t
 H  
We conclude that for inhomogeneous diusion with a coecient that is equal to the inverse of
the surface gradient magnitude the surface S diuses in time at a rate equal to twice the mean
curvature and thus has come to be known as mean curvature di usion MCD
 Properties of Mean Curvature Diusion
From the de	nition of  we are able to study the MCD of  and  in the framework of a moving
surface Since the intensity image is in fact a surface patch we believe this is a natural framework
In this section we discuss the surface motion edge invariance spatial scale and stability properties
of MCD
  Surface Motion
The surface motion produced by MCD can be related to the motion of the tip of the position vector
r x  y  x  y  I x  y Mean curvature ows from this viewpoint have been studied  and


the short time existence of these mappings can be established  It can be shown that the motion
for MCD up to to tangential dieomorphism is equivalent to
r
t
  
H
jrgj
n 
This surface motion is very close to that of Ecker and Huisken  who have studied local properties
of a ow for which rt  Hn proving the general maximum principle for the associated parabolic
dierential equations and showing that the ow has a smooth solution which exists for all time
  Edge Invariance
An important image structure the edge can be shown to be invariant to mean curvature diusion
To demonstrate this invariance consider the Gaussian blurred step edge of intensity  and a
blurring standard deviation of  shown in Fig  From  the diusion rate for MCD is twice
the mean curvature and the mean curvature of the Gaussian blurred edge also shown in Fig 
is virtually constant and equal to zero over an interval centered on the edge location As a result
the image intensity at the edge remains unchanged under MCD as desired MCD was applied
to this edge model and the original edge and the output after  iterations of MCD are shown
superimposed in Fig  Diusion has occurred only at the shoulders of the edge where the mean
curvature of Fig  is nonzero This leads to a slight enhancement of the edge which becomes
the intersection of three planes at which state the algorithm converges and the surface becomes
invariant to the diusion process
   Spatial Scale and Noise Smoothing
Even for complex geometry any surface locally is a plane having zero mean curvature This implies
that if MCD is applied in the small or on a small kernel then the image structure will be preserved
Thus MCD is implemented iteratively on a kernel of small spatial size 

 The eective spatial
support of the MCD 	lter is proportional to the number of iterations time Once a region of three
pixels of zero mean curvature is detected diusion is halted in a convergent state
Rough surfaces such as those due to noise exhibit high mean curvature on a scale of 
 
 and
they will quickly be averaged by MCD to create smoother surface patches

  MCD Stability
The diusion coecient of MCD is
C 

jrgj


p
jrI j
 
 

and the diusion will be stable because this coecient has a value in the interval    This is in
contrast to diusions based on the coecient C  jrI j
 
 which is not de	ned where jrI j vanishes
requiring a threshold to be set that introduces a discontinuity that results in a non smooth 	lter
 Surface Area and the Scaling Parameter
Changes in surface area with time indicate the state of the MCD evolution In this section we exploit
this observation and introduce a scaling parameter to adaptively control the diusion speed
 Scaling Parameter
It can easily be shown that MCD theory holds if the image is linearly scaled and the implicit surface
function is rede	ned as
gx  y  z  z   AI   B 
where A and B are real constants The diusion coecient of MCD becomes
C 

jrgj


p
A
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Edges satisfying jrI j  A are preserved and the smaller the value of A the greater the diusion
in each iteration and the faster the surface evolves
 Changes in Surface Area
Since edges are preserved by MCD any surface area reduction must be the result of noise removal
If a diusion iteration results in a large change in surface area the noise present in the image is
large and the diusion can be accelerated without aecting image structure The diusion speed
can be controlled by replacing the constant scaling constant A in  with a function At

In evolving from t   to t the total absolute change in the image surface area is
At 
Z Z



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

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
and the measure L t is de	ned to be the percentage change in this quantity We have found
experimentally that a good choice for an adaptive scaling function is A
 
t  Lt as this leads
to strong averaging and enhancement early in time when the eective spatial scale is small resulting
in less degradation than might develop later in time when the spatial scale becomes large
We initially set A
 
 to unity which produces small averaging and enhancement and assumes
a non noisy input This is a conservative approach and if the assumption is invalid then in time
the algorithm will adaptively alter At to a lower value The function L t can be regarded as the
evolution speed
The number of iterations at which to terminate the diusion process is the one parameter that
is left to the user For most applications the number of iterations needed is between four and ten
There is little risk of degradation if the algorithm is run for longer periods as At soon becomes
large eectively halting the diusion
  Noisy Edge Filtering
The adaptively scaled MCD algorithm was applied to a noisy version of the edge model of Section

 The original edge with added zero mean white Gaussian noise with standard deviation of 

SNR of about dB is shown in the top row 	rst element of Fig 
 As can be seen this noisy
edge is a rough surface of high mean curvature Local high mean curvature characterizes noise
and as it is locally averaged by the algorithm the edge is gradually revealed The ramp is also
undergoing mean curvature averaging which leads to enhancement with the edge location intact
The dynamics of this averaging of the underlying ramp are identical to that of the noise free edge
presented in Section 
 Similar image states are achieved in roughly half as many iterations for
the adaptively scaled MCD as for MCD with a constant scaling parameter A   The evolution
speed initially set to  rises to 
 at time  and then smoothly decreases reaching  at
time   The state of convergence not shown in Fig 
 is identical to that of the noise free
case shown in Fig  The algorithm completely removes the additive noise and enhances the edge
without aecting the edge locality

 Algorithm Implementation and Example
The scaled MCD algorithm is implemented in three operations repeated iteratively estimation of
gradient components computation of the percentage change in surface area and the computation
and application of a local 
 
 diusion kernel
The Sobel operator is chosen to estimate the magnitude of the gradient jrI j  because it
is a dierences of averages operator providing some noise immunity and because it has a good
response to a diagonal edge
The change in surface area is computed from 
 and the scaling parameter A
 
t is taken to
be the inverse of the percent change of this area The surface gradient magnitude is then computed
as
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The diusion of  can be approximated by a discrete realization using 	rst spatial dierences
 leading to the 
 
 local 	lter kernel given in Table 
To demonstrate the capability of the algorithm to remove noise while preserving structure it
was applied to a moderately noisy image A high quality image was chosen and zero mean white
Gaussian noise was added to produce a noisy test image The noise variance for the original image
is  and that of the noisy image is  which drops sharply after 	ve iterations to 

and after ten more iterations it further reduces to  The images are shown in Figure  Note
the excellent preservation of structure in the processed images
 Conclusions
The representation of an image as a surface provides the basis for the development of a new
formulation for inhomogeneous diusion in which the diusion coecient is the inverse of the
magnitude of the surface normal and the image surface evolves with a speed proportional to the
mean curvature This averaging preserves image edges as their mean curvature is zero while noise
is averaged since it has high mean curvature A nonlinear scaling function was introduced that
allows for algorithms with more averaging power and less degradation

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